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Turn in this completed document to Sienna, Brianna or Ell when
you’re ready to reserve your original drawing

Reserving an Original Drawing:
Select your drawing from the list below and secure it with a 10% deposit at your preferred size. You can
choose the medium and color palette or you can leave it up to the artist. All creative decisions beyond these
choices will remain with Sienna.

Collectors receive 10% off when placing an early reservation from this catalog and Patrons get 15% off.
Payment plans are available. You will receive your original numberism drawing after full payment and
shipping charges have been paid in full. All reserved drawings are non exclusive, and Sienna retains rights of
reproduction. Deposits and payments are non refundable. If you are not satisfied with the finished artwork,
you can transfer the payments you have made to another completed piece.

Sienna usually accepts 3 (+/-1) reservations each time she opens her books. Due to increased interest, we are
offering collectors the opportunity to reserve an original for List A (starting in January 2024) or List B
(Starting in December 2024) should List A fill up.

I am reserving an original on List A (Limit 3 (+/-1)
I am reserving an original on List B (Limit 2)

Circle or highlight your preferred size
*Copper engravings include an additional 5% fee



ANATOMY

Concept Sketches:

This is an open request for any musculoskeletal subjects from any part of , or the full body.
Note: whole body illustrations are only available at 20”x30” or larger

1. Choose a body part or concept
Body Part in partial or full anatomical reveal (example: skull, back, legs, hands, etc
______________________________________________________________________

Activity (example: singing, climbing, running, knitting!, etc)
____________________________________________________
Artist choice!

Concepts:
Vitruvian Woman (alla DaVinci):
(Whole body)
Dissection illustration

Body part(s)
_____________________
_____________________
Artist Choice!

Anatomical Hands
Potter
Climber
Violist/Violinist
Guitarist
Harpist

Other_______________________



2. Choose your data type:
Anatomical Terminology: Sienna will draw these pieces as a learning device to
help her ace Anatomy and Physiology! This series may start during fall term.

Example: muscle names, function or motion: Pectoralis major, adduction
and internal rotation

Scientific data: Mechanical properties of tissues, and chemistry related to muscle
and joint function. This data is similar to that found in “Anatomical Pianist”

Example: tensile strength, force limits, range of motion, chemistry of
muscle contraction and bone minerals

Artist’s choice!

3. Choose your medium

Clayboard mixed media
Pen on gouache (paper)
Scratchboard

Other_________________________
Artist choice!



STAR STUFF

Animals illustrated with the amount of energy a star spent on making them (and the related nuclear
chemical process). This data is calculated by Sienna! The purpose of this work is to highlight the
similarities between ourselves and non-human animals. This work may also include chemistry or
neurological data.

1. Select your animal

Octopus
Raven / Crow (circle preference)
Bird (Specify species if not Artist
Choice *Multiple Reservations
available_____________________
Elephant

Chimpanzee (or other non human
primate _____________________
Human Baby
Rat
Dog
Other_____________________

2. Select your medium.
Mixed media Scratchboard
*Copper engraving through single dark color (or other metals) ________________________
*Copper engraving through galactic oil paint (or other metals) ________________________
Black Scratchboard
Other______________________________
Artist Choice!



MOUNTAIN SERIES

Concept Sketches:

Mt Mayon Mountain Community Community Tree and Root Concepts

Each Mountain is drawn with the chemical character of their minerals and the properties of their magma
which dictates the power of their explosive or effusive eruptions. The Mountain Community includes data
regarding ecosystem support and communication.

1. Choose your Mountain

Mt Mayon eruption (or other stratovolcanoes exhibiting lava flows)
If other, specify: _________________________________

Mountain Community: This illustration marries the data in Mt Hood, Forest Bathing and
“Strength in Numbers”.
Other Mountain________________________________________

2. Select you medium.
Copper engraving through single dark color
Scratchboard engraving
Clayboard mixed media
Pen on gouache (paper)
Other______________________________
Artist Choice!



Special Request Section

If you have a concept for an original numberism drawing that is not listed in this catalog, please
describe it briefly here and Sienna will consider them on a case by case basis. Please note that
special requests are rarely accepted

Subject:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Medium
Scratchboard
Clayboard mixed media
Pen on Gouache
Copper engraving (one color base)
Copper engraving (Cosmist oil paint base)
Pencil on paper
Other________________________________________________________
Artist Choice

Size
List A
List B


